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Good afternoon and thanks for having me back again to open your 38th annual
Symposium. I think this is the tenth time I’ve had the honor.
Here’s today’s rundown: We’ll start with a Status Report on the industry, going
from features to TV to Mobile and then we’ll take a bit of an expanded look at
broadband around the world, with an
stop in Shanghai to look at a surprising
problem for the broadband operators
there. And while we’re in China, we’ll
catch up on Piracy with a visit to big
DVD store in Beijing that’s just across
the street from the glitzy Apple store. If
your execs don’t think piracy of US TV
programs is a problem… you’ll want to
tell them about this visit.
Finally, I’m going to share some
thinking that’s coming out of personal
experience, and a list of issues that could crop up as suddenly there are cameras
just about everywhere…. And everybody can go live to the world. . Let’s call it
Live Camera Law…or what happens when the Selfie turns to something that’s not
at all about the self.
Now, since I think you have the right to know the major financial and business
interests of anyone who stands up here, here are mine. Anchor clients of Wolzien
LLC continue to be Discovery Communications and the Directors Guild of
America, under whose auspices I’ve recently finished visits with almost all the
major studios and networks to share the continuing industrial work of the DGA
Forecast project. Also, I’m back working with Warner Bros. Domestic Distribution
this year. I continue as Lead Independent Director of TiVo, and as a result hold
stock in that. I also own some communications and technology related stocks in
my IRA--Verizon, Vodafone, and Microsoft, among other dividend stocks. In the
intellectual property area, my interactive media patents from back in the 1990s
have been asserted by their current owner, Kudalskii/Nagra’s OpenTV, against
Netflix. I have absolutely no financial interest in that.
Finally, here’s the personal experience part that I mentioned in the run
down…through my company, we’re moving to market with the patent pending
technology and content approaches for what I think will be a totally new genre of
TV programming that I’m calling Video Caller Television. More about that later.
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Everything I’ll be talking about today comes from publicly available sources and
my own reporting and analysis.. Of course, whatever I say does not reflect the
positions of my clients or work I’ve done for them. I’ve said this each year, and
each year it becomes more important… I know that many of you know many
parts of this industry much better than I do, so please consider what I have to say
as a broad over view of the industry, rather than from someone intimately
involved in individual areas as you may be.
PART 1: Status Report
Let’s start with features, advertising, TV, mobile, and end up with global
broadband.
The domestic motion
picture business
stabilized last year, when
all things were
considered. This chart
starts in 1999. Domestic
box was up better than a
point as were ticket
prices.
As you can see on the
right, box was right on the
ten year trend, while
admissions edged up a
notch last year against a
declining trend.
This year is off to a great
start, with domestic box up 10% as of this week. The fabulous Oscar slate clearly
had something to do with it. Amazing what happens when the town makes a
whole batch of great films.
Here on our chart that goes back to
1999, Home video, stunningly, was up a
point last year as digital growth,
particularly subscription like Netflix,
more than offset the continuing decline
in physical. This is the industry’s
consumer spending data from the
Digital Entertainment Group. A big deal.
And when we put it all together, the
industry is just beginning to climb back
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after bottoming in 2011. And now is at about the same level as 2002.
Let’s shift to advertising in the US, where the economy in blue continued to grow
faster than all advertising in red, which was up two points or so on the far right.
This is the chart that goes back to 1960. You see those huge growth
years…during the inflation of the 70s and 80s, and the nasty declines and
volatility over the past quarter century.

Now take a look at this next chart, which is the exact same time period, but shows
advertising as a percent of GDP. Notice how it peaked around the time the
internet gained prominence at the turn of the century, and has been in decline
ever since, until last year it reached the lowest point ever. Now there has been a
decline before… during the Nixon and Ford years, but this time you’ve just got to
wonder whether advertising dollars are shifting to marketing, and marketing is
going up on the web.
Here’s a global
advertising view from
Zenith, and you see
slowest growth has
been in Western
Europe and North
America. Fastest
growth is in
Turkey/Israel, Latin
America, and Central
and Eastern Europe.
We’ll see what the
Crimea does to that
one. The bulk of the
dollar growth is in
Asia Pacific.
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And when you look at
a breakdown of what
global advertising is
being spent on…. It is
still TV at about 40%,
followed by the digital
at 20%, along with
Print and other areas
lumped together at
another 20%. The rest
is in radio, out of
home, and the new
area, mobile. This
data was collected by
Plunkett Corporation.
For the last few years,
we’ve been talking
about the Nielsen
Multi-Screen reports at these sessions, and here’s some data that I’ve then
tracked back across four years of the reports. This shows television distribution
vehicles… and at the left you see that Broadcast TV has remained pretty flat…up
a couple hundred
thousand homes since
2010. The biggest
distributors, the cable
operators, have been
pressured by satellite and
Telco’s, and that pressure
becomes clear now that
we can get a look over a
few years. Overall cable
subscribers have been
declining at 4% per year,
according to the Nielsen
numbers, and when I put
the reports together,
cable subs are down a
surprising 7.7 million. Telcos picked up 4.7 million, and Satellite another 1.2
million. The remaining million plus homes simply vanished, probably due to the
overall household contraction that we say in the 2010 census, but surely, in part,
because some people decided to drop out of the linear video system altogether,
thanks to the broadband alternative.
One of the other solid sources we’ve tracked is the Pew Internet in American Life
project, which does great, non-profit and unbiased research in how we use the
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web. Here’s PEW’s latest work on devices among persons 16+. By PEW’s
numbers, cell phone penetration is now 91%. PCs and laptops have pretty much
stagnated. Games are flat. Pads and readers are fighting it out in the 25-30%
range.
But the stunning thing is the growth of SmartPhones, from 35 to 54% penetration
between just December of 2012 and September of 2013.
And since most people in the US roll over their phones every two years, that 54%
has to be headed toward 80% or better by the end of this year.
So why do we care so much? Because SmartPhones mean Video. It’s not just
web access, its Video. 73% of those SmartPhone folks use them to watch video,
according to the PEW numbers.
Back with Nielsen MultiScreen report again, these two charts show usage by age
groups. In the upper left, we see that TV continues to dominate all video devices,
especially with older adults, but even with the kids with TV way above the device
of the day.
Now let’s get rid of the TV component, and expand the graph for just other
devices, in the lower right. What we see is that time shifted viewing, mainly the
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DVR, is strongest in
established households,
mainly 35+, while games are
for teens.
And if we pull out Web and
Mobile video reach, we see
that they are strongest
among teens and young
adults, while they taper off
rapidly as people age.
But remember, at least
according to Nielsen’s work
across all screens,
streaming video and mobile
remain relatively small.
In fact, when you look at the total amount
of streaming versus television viewing,
the numbers are surprisingly small. In
this chart Nielsen has extracted all the
non-streamers, and I’ve put those 109
million folks over on the right side. Then
Nielsen broke down the remaining 129
million who stream into five groups. I’ve
put the highest viewing at the left, and
what you see is that even among the 25
million streamers who stream the very
most…they still watch 10 times as much
television as they watch streaming.
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Part 2. Global Broadband
Let’s start the Global Broadband discussion with this factoid from Cisco: At the
end of 2013 there was one device connected to the internet for each person on
earth. Now let’s check with the US Census Bureau global clock… and there are
7.1 billion people. And that suggests…7.1 billion connected devices.
Again this year checking
the data collected by the
34 nations of the
Organization for
Economic Cooperation
and Development (the
OECD), the US currently
leads the world’s
developed nations in
absolute wireless and
wired broadband
numbers. Separate
numbers out of China
would put that country
behind the US in wireless
broadband, but ahead in
wired.
When you look at wireless and wired broadband penetration, the US is lower than
countries that are smaller,
or with more dense
concentrations of
population. We
discussed that issue a
couple years back in the
context of Iceland. But all
that said, the US remains
sixth in wireless
broadband, but 16th in
wired. China today would
be near the bottom of the
developed countries, but
watch their growth in
wireless broadband over
the next five years.
Wireless is relatively easy
to do, since you don’t
have to wire the cities.
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China is more challenged when it is stringing new wires through its old cities.
Case in point, Shanghai. Let’s make a quick stop there for a snapshot of some of
the issues in building out one of the world’s oldest cities.
Across Huangpu River from The Bund toward New Shanghai is a stunning view
of one of the greatest new cities in the world. No wiring challenges here. By the
way, those billboards are actually 80 story high LED signs.

But when you move into the narrow alleyways of the old city, along with evidence
of the old, you begin to see the wiring challenges. The network interface units of
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China Telecom and competitors are familiar to all of us with fiber, and it is clear
there is at least some competition in the jumble of wires from companies like, my
favorite, the Great Wall Broadband Network.
But the real challenge is not realized until you look at the back of this sign for the
Great Wall Broadband Network, and you realize that at last some of the residents
of sophisticated Shanghai need to be reminded that broadband fiber optic cable
is not just a place to hang your clothes.

OK, so if you have wireless why do you need a wired network anyway? If
everybody has a cell phone…they don’t need fiber, right…except maybe for
clothes hangers. And that would be wrong.
Cisco has published a
web traffic forecast that I
found interesting,
perhaps a bit self-serving
to Cisco, but interesting
none the less.
By 2017, the forecast
goes, wireless data traffic
will jump 13 times, and
two thirds of that wireless
broadband use will be for
video. The average
wireless speed will jump
by nearly 8 times, to a
healthy four megabits a
second. And most of that
growth will be in the
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middle-east and Africa, and Asia Pacific. So why do we even care about wired
broadband?
Because, Cisco claims, huge amounts of data must be pushed off the wireless
networks and onto wired broadband for the mobile system to be able to grow.
There just isn’t enough wireless capacity. And if you think about it for a moment,
your Wi-Fi has to connect to something, and that is a wire.
So with that huge forecast,
how are we really using
our broadband capacity
today? A couple of less
than useful factoids about
the US…from Pew.
First, social networking in
the US. 71% of US online
adults use Facebook,
impossible without
broadband. That’s 3 times
the other big guys…
LinkedIn, Pintrest, and
Twitter. 42% of us use
more than one site…but if
you only use one site, it’s
probably Facebook.
But now, to show you how truly important broadband has become to a segment
of our population, Online Dating Services have been used by 11% of US adults,
and of those, two thirds
have gone on a date
set up by the dating
service… that’s 7% of
adult population. And
of those who used an
online dating service…
23% have found a new
spouse or significant
other. 23% of
11%...that’s almost 3%
of the adult
population…. And
that’s more than 7
million people who owe
their happiness to
broadband.
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Part 3: Piracy.
Last year, you may recall, we took a look at evidence of disc piracy, or the lack
thereof, in the Grand Bazaar of Istanbul…where we didn’t find even one pirated
DVD.
Fast forward to Beijing, historically notorious for physical piracy. Would we have
a similar inability to find pirated DVDs in Beijing? Here’s a short picture-story.
Beijing has dozens of
glittering new shopping
malls with upscale stores
that at least rival Beverly
Hills, if not put it to
shame. In one of them,
there’s the big new Apple
store, glittering in its glass
box. The epitome of the
locked down, in
accessible operating
system and controlled
content.
But just across the street
from Apple’s glittering
mall… not a block or two
away, but just across the
street…is the DVD super
store. This isn’t a mom
and pop or bodega selling
a few DVD titles. This IS a
super store, with stock
rivaling Best Buy’s new
front end and more titles
than Blockbuster back in
the day.
Of course, there is a wide
choice of Features. In
late May, when Valerie
and I visited this store
along with your LA Times
Bureau Chief Barbara
Demick, we could see
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hundreds of titles ranging from
Skyfall to Life of Pie—that we’d just
watched on the plane over—to Zero
Dark Thirty.
But beyond that, you’ll find every
western TV show you can
imagine…NCIS, Fringe, Sons of
Anarchy, Gossip Girl, and True
Blood seasons 1 through 5… I’m told
that some of those on the TV side of
the studios don’t see TV piracy as a
problem. That they see it as a
feature issue. Think again.
And, of course, there’s
what I’m holding in my
hand here… House of
Cards. Oh, you didn’t
know House of Cards is
available on disc, and not
just by streaming from
Netflix? Think again.
As we continued our
shopping tour,
surreptitiously shooting
with camera dangling at
the end of hand, we moved
into non-movie TV section,
and discovered help for
those that might need to
brush up on their language skills in order to view all those TV shows and movies
that are in a language other than Chinese, mostly English. There in the
distinctive yellow boxes were piles and piles
of language discs from Rosetta Stone. Well,
maybe not exactly FROM Rosetta Stone.
DVD shops are still all over China, we’re
told. We saw dozens. But our friend the
Times Bureau Chief says there are a lot
fewer than in the past; that physical piracy
has been reduced significantly…and for that
folks in this audience might cheer… except
that broadband piracy is replacing physical
piracy. What goes around comes around,
and the pirates are pirating the pirates.
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Part 4. Cameras Everywhere
By inviting me back for the past ten years, you’ve given me the opportunity to
explore publicly some of the issues that I see on the horizon, and sometimes
from personal experience, and that’s what we’ll do now. Thanks to the
committee… and Ken Ziffren who started it...for the opportunity.
So, here’s another factoid for you. In 2013 there were a billion smart
phones…and a quarter billion tablets shipped in in the world. And almost ALL of
them have cameras and have data access by Wi-Fi…or cellular broadband.
Now remember those 7 billion people in the world… just from what was shipped
last year, about one seventh of the people of the world have devices with little
cameras.
Add that to the laptops and GoPros and pretty much ubiquitous Wi-Fi and
wireless nets, not only can we have cameras…we can have transmission from
almost everywhere in the world.
We all know you we can video call each other on Skype or Facetime, but the same
technology allows us to go live to the entire world. At least two companies are
offering Apps that allow you to go live, right now, from your smartphone.
Livestream and UStream both have instant-live Apps that encode your phone
signal to broadcast live to the web, for anybody to see, anywhere in the world.
Live, Right Now.
This is such an exciting conference, that I can already see many of you
downloading Apps…and in just moments you will be televising our proceedings
to the world even though this
is supposed to be a private
sessin.
That’s the coming issue, and
the issue I want to talk about.
A new challenge for everyone
concerned with rights and
privacy and libel in the
US…and globally.
For a moment, let us
contemplate the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act
that passed unanimously in
1998 and whose principles
have been extended to the
EU.
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First, internet providers including ISPs are generally not responsible for content
that originates with others.
Second, if your rights under copyright are aggrieved, you can demand that the
internet provider immediately block or take down the offending content. That’s
the Take Down Notice.
But in a live world, the whole idea of a “Notice” is pretty much unworkable, yet
the potential for copyright infringement is great… along with performance rights
and privacy.
Let me show you what got me thinking about this. For the past several years, our
team at Wolzien LLC has been working on something I’ve been calling Video
Caller Television. Taking video callers via Skype or other IP video and using that
as the foundation of television programs…not talk radio…but building on 60
years of talk radio experience so viewers of the TV programs can actually see the
callers, and
whatever they
want to show,
from wherever
they are in the
world.
Along with lots
of new
questions, which
I’ll discuss in a
few minutes, the
ubiquity of those
cameras open
huge
possibilities, if
you can get the
technology right
across the entire
production
system. In order to do that, we’ve created a developmental show… a test
platform, if you will… and done some 20 hours of live test programs with more
than 200 callers over the past year. We call the developmental show Talk Center
America. This short clip starts the night after the Boston bombing…
(Clip www.talkcenteramerica.com )
Well, I’m not here to sell the concept, but rather to share some of the things I’ve
been thinking about as I’ve been trying to invent this new genre.
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We’re learning that there are lots of questions. Let’s explore some of them
through a series of hypothetical situations of live transmissions. You’re the
lawyers, I’m not, so think of these as questions being raised by one of your nonlawyer producer/execs. And hope they ask them before…rather than after.
A number of these hypotheticals start with the Selfie Stick I’ve been carrying
around here with my SmartPhone attached.
1. Let’s begin at an NFL game. I’m in the stands. I’m doing a live Selfie to the
world via LiveStream or UStream. There’s probably already a question as to
whether my ticket lets me broadcast live to the world from the stadium. But Selfie
I must and everyone in the stands has a phone, so who is to know?
Up to now the game is incidental to my Selfie. Does that make a difference?
But then, as I Selfie live, there’s a huge cheer, and I spin the camera and I
watch…and you watch…the last half of an 80 yard kick return. And I keep my live
camera on the field and my Selfie self-morphs into a play by play guy. He’s at the
thirty, the twenty, the ten…touchdown!
Now you might say, who cares, there’s only a half dozen people watching my
Selfie…now…play by play. Is it worth the NFL rights police paying attention?
And even if it is…how are they every going to send a take down notice in time?
May be after the recorded version is up for a few days. Will the NFL really try to
make a case for prior restraint for live streaming?
2. But let’s take it another step. Let’s have a web show that’s lots of people
calling in from games around the country. Dozens of Selfies, dozens of live shots
and live plays all put into a live show context on the web…maybe seen in bars
around the country…maybe with advertising. The games in the background are
all incidental to their Selfie selves, but they’ve been put together into a multistadium program. Does the DMCA apply and protect the person putting that show
together? And what about the take down notice, again?
3. And now let’s take it yet another step. That web show is now really popular
and a TV network or station group that does not have rights to the games decides
to put it on. What lines are crossed when it moves from the web to broadcast or
cable? The Selfies are the same--from incidental to showing action from afar--but
now the distribution platform is distinctly different. Since the web is the inbound
vehicle, does the DMCA apply and protect the broadcaster or cable operator? Or
is it a violation in the end transmission on a medium that is downstream from the
ISP.
4. Let’s shift the scene to a Bruce Springsteen concert and bring out the old
Selfie stick again. I’m here at the Meadowlands arena, and it’s just so cool being
here ..and listening to Bruce’s music, which is incidental and in the background
to my Selfie. Now, pan, and look at the band…and listen to the music.
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What might we have here… live music incidental to my live Selfie, then live shots
of the performance by the star and the band, audio of the music, lyrics. And, by
the way, just about every other person in the audience is shooting the show with
his or her smart phone, so the only noticeable difference inside the arena is….
Well, there isn’t any. The only difference is that my shot is going live to the web.
And now, thanks to Live and U Stream, maybe there are hundreds of Selfie shots
going to the world.
5. And take the music idea to a live web show of garage bands playing their own
music. They know they’re on live and must play only their own original material,
but then they bring up somebody from the audience to sing and she covers a
copyrighted song. Whose problem is this… the performer’s, the show
producer’s? the ISP’s? And what if this garage band show goes live on TV? Are
those standards different?
6. Now let’s shift from the DMCA to privacy, and think about all those people who
have been behind me in my Selfies. If I’m in a stadium, is it a public place and
they don’t have the ability to limit usage of their pictures when I send them to the
whole wide world? What if I’m on Fifth Avenue in NYC, in a museum?
7. Now that cameras are allowed in most museums, what about a Selfie with that
painting in the background, or that sculpture covered by a copyright. If phones
are allowed, should global replication be presumed? And what about the artists’
rights organizations always wanting to get paid for the work appearing in docs or
educational videos—just about any non-news use?
8. We’re in a park now, transmitting live to the world, and our Selfie turns to
consider the kids on the swing set or the slide. They’re kids. They’re in a public
place… but they’re kids. Live to the world. Are there privacy concerns here?
And take that a bit farther as some enterprising teens go live wandering through
the same park at night…and who knows what they find in the back of parked
cars…or under the bushes. Privacy concerns to the producer if it’s on the web?
Certainly if broadcast.
9. Libel. Now there’s a whole new potential area for libel. The live Selfie libel.
You’ve got a show made up of a number of people doing Selfies, and one of those
Selfie people goes on a rant about a politician’s less than honorable, but alleged
habits of taking bribes. Public figure, probably at the edge of fair comment. But
then our Selfie person goes over the edge and begins accusing the politician’s
family and friends of also being on the take. No protection here from the DMCA, I
wouldn’t suppose, but web people…Selfie people broadcasting live to the world
just may not have the knowledge of libel that you do. After all, I’m originating on
the web where you can say anything, right?
International Libel. Clearly an OMG moment. And the fact that the Selfie person
is transmitting LIVE to the whole wide world means…does it?…that those
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transmissions are actually covered by the local laws of any of the dozens, maybe
ten dozen countries where the live transmission can be viewed?
10. And number ten…this all brings us around to the question of what is news
and public affairs in this new world where we find ourselves. If everybody has a
camera on a smart phone, then everybody is prospectively, a photo journalist,
and every one of them is also a miniature television station. Journalists aren’t
licensed. There are no initials after their names to signify that they are
CPJs….Certified Public Journalists. That would be an anathema in a country that
believes in a free press. But if everybody can be a journalist, and everybody has
a camera… then doesn’t that mean that everything we show is potentially news?
And should be legally treated as such? And might not that change the views on
privacy in public or semipublic places? Certainly doesn’t change libel… but
privacy and perhaps some copyright issues? I don’t know…

But… what I do know is that we’re headed for a time when an around the world
around the clock live video call in network is viable. We’re headed for a time
when every person has a camera… and every camera has a story to show, some
mundane, some dramatic, many live.. We’re headed for a time when every one of
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those stories that is shown will likely include some sort of copyrighted material
or question of privacy or question of disparagement.
And, when you put that all together… there is only one thing that is an
absolute…Only one thing that is positively clear… (Get ready everyone, here
comes the responsive reading…) Only one group that is assured…even
guaranteed employment in this new live camera everywhere world we live
in….And that group is…. Everybody all together now….And that group is….
Lawyers.

Thank you very much.

TW 3/7/14
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